
Rule 8 quiz 

 

1) Team A scores a TD anytime they possess a live ball in the opponents EZ               

2) It is a safety if A33's fumble is declared dead in Team B's EZ and no player of 

either team is in possession. 

3) It is a safety if B56 forces A35's fumble into Team B's EZ and A12 recovers 

there. 

4) If a try by place kick does not break the goal line plane, R1 or K1 may recover 

and advance. 

5) After team A scores a TD, they commit multiple dead ball fouls which puts the 

succeeding spot at the A 5 yard line.  Team A goes for a two point try.  The 

QB is sacked in the EZ.  Ruling? 

6) If the holder muffs the snap on a FG attempt and K21 kicks the ball off the 

ground as the holder is attempting to gain possession, it is a FG if the ball goes 

through the uprights above the crossbar. 

7) Force is a concern only with ball movement either toward or away from the 

goal line. 

8) A new force can be given to a fumble after it has touched the ground. 

9) A new force can be added to a kick in flight. 

10) On a two point try from the B 8 yard line, A22 runs to the B 3 and fumbles.  

The ball rolls into the EZ where B10 intentionally bats tor kicks the ball across 

the end line.  Ruling? 

11) A backwards pass on Team A's 20 which is batted in flight by B31 and 

recovered by A8 in Team A's EZ is not a safety due to the new force. 

12) The batting or muffing of a pass, kick or fumble in flight is not considered a 

new force since the original force has not been spent. 



13) When a live ball becomes dead in the EZ of the team that is in team 

possession, it is always a safety. 

14) If B25 recovers a scrimmage kick on Team B's 2 yard line and his momentum 

carries him into his own EZ and he is downed there, it is Team B's ball at the two 

yard line. 

15) If B24 intercepts a pass on his own 3 yard line and his momentum carries 

him into his own EZ and he fumbles the ball across the end line it is a touchback. 

16) The momentum exception does not apply during a free kick. 

17) It is a touchback if A28 fumbles on Team B's 5 and B11's muff is a new force 

that puts the loose ball into Team B's EZ and out of bounds beyond the end line. 

18) On 4th down, if A10 is in his own EZ and intentionally grounds a forward 

pass, Team B does not have an option as it must be a safety. 

19) If B5 intercepts A10's pass on his 4 yard line and his momentum carries him 

into his own EZ and he attempts to flip the ball back to B44 in the back of the EZ 

and B44 muffs the backwards pass and the ball goes across the end line, it is a 

safety on Team B. 

20) When the momentum exception is in effect, the end of the run for purposes 

of penalty enforcement is the spot of the catch or recovery. 

21) If during an unsuccessful try, A33 fouls.  The penalty is obviously declined, 

the results of the play stand and there is no replay. 

22) A foul by Team B during a successful two point try by Team A can be 

enforced from the succeeding spot. 

23) If during a successful two point try, A88 commits pass interference, the try is 

not repeated due to a loss of down foul. 

24) If during a TD, a foul occurs by the opponent of the scoring team, the scoring 

team must decline the penalty in order to keep the score.  You can't give 'em 

both!!!! 



25) If A2 taunts an opponent while scoring a TD, the score is negated and the 

down is replayed after a 15 yard penalty is enforced from the previous spot. 

26) With 0:01 left in regulation and the clock is stopped and the score B-10 and 

A-7, Team A lines up for a FG try.  The kick is good and during the play, R55 

grabs A85's facemask 4 yards beyond the LOS.  Ruling: Team K may elect to 

have the foul on R enforced to start the OT procedure. 

27) If kicker K4 is roughed during a successful FG, what options does Team K 

now have? 

28) Team B intercepts a pass and scores a TD.  If A55 grabbed B52's facemask 

prior to the interception, Team B MUST decline the penalty to keep the score. 

29) An unsportsmanlike foul by A22 during A34's TD run may be enforced from 

the try or succeeding KO. 

30) PSK is not in effect during OT. 

31)  During a two point try, a fumble by A2 is nearly at rest on the B 3 yard line 

when a muff by B8 is judged to be a new force causing the ball to go into B's EZ 

where B33 picks the ball up and runs it out to his 10 yard line.  Ruling? 

32) A touchdown is worth 7 points. 

33) After a try or successful FG, the opponent of the scoring team determines 

who will kick off. 

33) From the A 7 yard line A1 receives the snap in his EZ and is under a heavy 

rush.  A1 fumbles and the ball rolls out to the 3 yard line where it is nearly at 

rest.  B1 muffs the ball back into the EZ.  A1 manages to pick up the loose ball 

and throw a desperation pass into the bleachers on the home side to avoid 

being tackled again.  Ruling for penalty accepted and for penalty declined. 

34) From the A 7 yard line A1 receives the snap in his EZ and is under a heavy 

rush.  A1 fumbles and the ball rolls out to the 3 yard line where it is nearly at 

rest.  B1 muffs the ball back into the EZ.  A1 manages to pick up the loose ball 

but is tackled in the EZ.  A66 is flagged for holding at the 2 yard line during A1's 



first run.  Ruling for penalty accepted and for penalty declined. 

35) From the A 7 yard line A1 receives the snap in his EZ and is under a heavy 

rush.  A1 fumbles and the ball rolls out to the 3 yard line where it is nearly at 

rest.  B1 muffs the ball back into the EZ.  A1 manages to pick up the loose ball 

but is tackled in the EZ.  A66 is flagged for holding in the EZ during A1's second 

run.  Ruling for penalty accepted and for penalty declined. 

36) 4th and 12, punter K30 punts from the back of his EZ with the LOS being the 

K 3.  The kick goes straight up and comes down at the K 6 where R55 signals 

for a fair catch.  R55 muffs the ball and it rolls back into K’s EZ where R77 

intentionally kicks the ball out of the back of the EZ.  Ruling if K accepts or 

declines the foul? 

37) From the B 2 yard line A lines up for a FG attempt.  The kick is low and hard 

and squarely hits the crossbar, ricochets back into the EZ where a shocked R1 

muffs the kick in flight back up in the air and over the crossbar.  Ruling: 

38) A foul by the opponent of the scoring team during a successful try or a 

successful FG can be enforced from the succeeding spot. This can carry over to 

the overtime period. 

39) B commits a personal foul during A44’s TD run.  A elects to have the 

penalty enforced on the KO.  During the try, B commits another personal foul. 

A can carry both 15 yard penalties over to the succeeding KO. 

40) B1 intercepts A's forward pass in his EZ.  All the players become confused 

thinking the ball must be dead and stop.  B1 drops the ball and begins to leave 

the field with the ball at rest in the EZ.  Most of the other players begin to 

wander toward their sideline.  A88 picks up the ball and tosses it to the BJ 

standing on the end line and continues on toward his sideline.  The ball lands 

beyond the end line after the BJ sidesteps the toss.  Ruling: 

 



Quiz 8 answers: 

1- T 

2- F 

3-F 

4- F 

5- Try is over; B cannot score on a try. 

6- F 

7- F 

8- T 

9- F 

10- Accepts: enforce from the 3, Decline: Touchback 

11- F 

12- T 

13- F 

14- T 

15- F 

16- F 

17- F 

18- T 

19- F 

20- T 

21- T 



22- T 

23- F 

24-F 

25- F 

26- T 

27- Take results of the play and enforce from the succeeding spot or take points 

off the board and K is awarded automatic first down after the 15 yard 

enforcement. 

28- T 

29- T  

30- T 

31- 1 point safety for A/K 

32- F 

33- Accepted: Safety    Declined: Touchback 

34- Accepted: Half the distance from the 2    Declined: Touchback 

35- Accepted: Safety   Declined: Touchback 

36- Accepted: enforce from previous spot    Declined: Safety 

37- 3 points 

38-T 

39- T 

40- Touchdown 

 

 


